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Importance of Statement of Issues 

“If I had an hour to solve a problem and my life 
depended on it, I would use the first 55 minutes 
determining the proper question to ask, for once I 
knew the proper question, I could solve the 
problem in less than five minutes.” 

Albert Einstein 



Whether to Include a Statement of the 
Issues 

 Rule 28(b)(2) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure provides that the 
appellee’s brief need not include a statement of the issues “unless the 
appellee is dissatisfied with the appellant’s statement.”

 Because statements of the issues should be persuasive, an appellee should 
be very dissatisfied with the appellee’s statement of the issues. 

 Both appellants and appellees should include a statement of the issues.  



Where to Place the Statement of the 
Issues 

 Check the rules of court to determine if a particular order is required 
 Place issues first if rules permit (United States Supreme Court rules require that 

the statement of the issues appear on the first page – Bryan Garner 
recommends placing first if court rules do not require otherwise)

 Rule 28.3 of the Rules and Internal Operating Procedures of the United States 
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit requires the following order: 

(1) certificate of interested persons; (2) statement regarding oral argument; (3) table of 

contents; (4) table of authorities; (5) jurisdictional statement; (6) statement of 
issues presented for review; (7) statement of the case; (8) summary of the 
argument; (9) argument; (10) conclusion; (11) signature of counsel or a party; (12) 
certificate of service; (13) certificate of compliance.  



Purpose of Statement of the Issues 

 Clarify the issues before the court 
 Provide focus and boundaries for the brief
 Hit the bull’s eye—not dance around it 
 Suggest an answer favorable to client
 Be persuasive without being conclusory on the ultimate issue(s) before the 

court
 Be reasonable, fair, and honest—if overstate case, lose credibility with the 

court 



Number of Statement of Issues 

Separate Statement for Each Major 
Issue Before the Court

Can Include Alternative Statement of 
the Issues 



Order of Statement of Issues 

Same Order as Point Headings 
 Issue re Strongest Argument First unless 

threshold issue 



Essential Ingredients of Statement of 
Issues 

 Persuasion
 Pose the precise legal question
 Reference favorable legal rule(s) or principle(s) unless these are obvious
 Include favorable fact(s) unless a purely legal question 

 Example of a purely legal question
 Since first considering the issue thirty years ago, this Court has consistently held that the 

word “produced” as used in the habendum clause of an oil-and-gas lease means 
“capable of being produced in paying quantities.” Should this Court now adopt a 
novel interpretation that would cast doubt on the validity of tens of thousands of leases 
in the State?



Different Formats for Statement of Issues –
“Whether” and “Under-Does-When” 

 “Whether” format 
 Begins with “whether” and ends with a  period
 One sentence 

 “Under-does-when” format 
 After “under” or some variation of “under,” references the law – the 

constitutional, statutory, or code provision or common law cause of action  
 After “does” or some variation of “does,” asks the precise legal question 
 After “when,” includes the key facts of the case on appeal
 Ends with a question mark
 One sentence



Different formats for Statement of 
Issues- “Deep Issue” Format 

 “Deep Issue” format of Bryan Garner 
 Mirrors a logical syllogism 
 More than one sentence
 Unless the major premise is obvious or the issue is 

simple, the “deep issue” is often the best way to 
construct a well-written yet persuasive statement of 
the issue 



“Deep Issue” Format Components 

 Major premise – first sentence(s)
 States Favorable Rule(s) or Principle(s)

 Minor Premise – next sentence(s)
 States favorable facts that directly relate to the legal rule(s) or 

principle(s) in the major premise
 Question that leads reader to the desired conclusion – last  

sentence/question
 The reader should immediately and without hesitation be pulled to 

answer the question in favor of the desired result
 Ends with a question mark



Deep Issue Examples 

 For former husband 
 Under Louisiana law, a husband who is not the father of his wife’s child is not 

obliged to pay child support for that child. Blood tests have conclusively 
revealed that the former husband is not the father of the child. Is the former 
husband entitled to reimbursement for the child support that he paid under the 
false belief that he was the father? 

 For former wife 
 Under Louisiana law, a husband is presumed to be the father of a child born 

during the marriage and must pay child support unless he denies paternity 
within one year of the child’s birth. The husband did not deny paternity until five 
years after the child’s birth. Was the husband obliged to support the child until 
he proved that he was not the father?  



Construction of Statement of Issues 

 Find a premise that will persuade the court to reach the desired result
 Identify favorable rule(s) of law or legal principle(s)
 Identify favorable facts that relate to the rule(s) of law or legal principle(s)
 Construct a question that can only be answered in favor of the desired 

result 
 Reader should never think “I do not know” after reading the question

 Reader should immediately answer the question in favor of the desired result 



Relational Terms v. Proper Names for 
People 

 Authorities differ 
 Can use relational terms 

 Employer/employee; landlord/tenant; husband/wife
 Can use the proper names of parties on appeal
 Do not use appellant/appellee or plaintiff/defendant 



Dos of Statements of Issues 

 Make persuasive 
 Clearly define the issues 
 Include a separate statement for each major issue 
 Keep short and concise—under 75 words 
 Reference favorable legal principles and facts 
 Spellcheck 



Don’ts of Statements of Issues 

 Be objective
 Over-state the case, thus losing credibility with the court 
 Load with adjectives and argumentative consequences
 Be conclusory on the ultimate issue(s) before the court
 Include citations 



Which issue is best? 1 or 2? 

 1. Did the police violate petitioner’s Fourth Amendment 
rights when they seized the evidence during a search of 
petitioner’s residence? 

 2. Was the evidence seized in search of petitioner’s 
residence inadmissible on Fourth Amendment grounds 
when: (1) petitioner gave his consent only after the 
police officer implied that he had legal authority for the 
search regardless of consent; and (2) the police officer 
did not have a search warrant? 



What is wrong with these Statements? 

 1. Did the incident-investigation report on the June 2017 explosion 
at the Exxon plant violate OSHA rules? 

 2. To maintain a cause of action for fraud under California law, a 
plaintiff must show that the defendant made a false representation. 
Is Continental entitled to summary judgment on Jones’s fraud 
claim? 

 3. Was the father denied his constitutional right to raise his children 
when they were removed from his custody without due process of 
law? 



Point Headings 

 Should appear in both the table of contents and in 
argument 
 In Table of Contents, headings give an outline and 

summary of the arguments 
 In Argument, headings divide the argument into 

logical parts 
 Should be identical in both places 



Number of Main and Sub-Headings 

 One main heading for each major issue on 
appeal
Too many interrupt flow of argument and 

overwhelm the reader
Too Few do not give a sufficient outline of the 

argument 
Balance is the key 



Main & Sub-Headings 

 If only one reason supports the conclusion of the 
heading, place the reason in the main heading instead 
of placing in a single sub-heading —— no single main 
or subheadings 

 If more than one reason supports the conclusion of the 
main heading, put the reasons in sub-headings under 
the main heading that they support 



Example of Point Headings, illustrating placement of 
strongest argument first and no single headings 

I. This is the desired conclusion on the first issue for review—the issue that 
pertains to the strongest argument or argument on threshold issue.   

A. This is the strongest reason that supports the conclusion in the first main heading.
1. This is the strongest reason that supports the argument in A.
2. This is the next strongest reason that supports the argument in A. 
B. This is the second strongest reason that supports the conclusion in the first main heading. 
C. This is the weakest reason that supports the conclusion in the first main heading. 

II. This is the desired conclusion and supporting reason for the weaker 
argument.  

This heading does not have sub-headings because the one reason that supports the desired 
conclusion is included in the main heading.  Placing the one reason in the main heading avoids the 
use of single headings.   



Order of Point Headings 

Same Order as in the Statement of 
Issues 

Place Point Heading on Strongest 
Argument first, unless threshold issue 
exists



Essential Ingredients of Point Headings 

 Point headings should have some of the same essential ingredients 
as effective statements of the issues
 Like issues, point headings should reference applicable legal principles 
 Like issues, point headings should reference applicable fact(s)unless 

purely a question of law

 Unlike issues, point headings should state the desired conclusion or 
desired ruling of the court.  In this respect, headings differ from 
issues which merely suggest a favorable answer. 



Construction of Point Headings 

 Statements of Issues provide foundation for point headings 
 Can convert the questions in statements of issues into favorable declarative sentences, 

thus transforming statements of issues into point headings
 First, list the conclusion that the writer wants the court to reach on a particular issue
 Next, identify favorable legal rule(s) or principle(s) that relate to the issue 
 Next, identify favorable facts that relate to the issue, unless purely a question of law

 All ingredients do not have to be in the main heading 
 Can put conclusion in the main heading and reasons in sub-headings if more than one 

reason 

 Placing reasons in sub-headings keeps the point headings readable



Formatting of Point Headings 

 Single space or use 1.5 spacing to distinguish headings from the text of the argument 
 Write complete sentences that end with a period
 All headings on the same level should be formatted the same and should differ from 

headings on a different level 
 Use Roman or Arabic numerals for main headings, use the alphabetic designation for the 

first level of subheadings and Arabic numerals for sub-sub-headings
 All caps v. No all caps  

 Traditional format: All caps for main headings and underlining for sub-headings had to be 
used to add emphasis when typewriters were the latest technology 

 Modern format: No all caps – Bryan Garner advocates not using all caps. All caps are not 
easy on the eyes.  



Example of Bryan Garner Format for 
Headings

I.  Main heading in large boldface.
A. Sub-heading in regular boldface. Notice the indentation of the entire sub-

heading.

1. Second-level sub-head in regular boldface italic. 

a. Third-level sub-head in regular non-bold italic. The need for this level is rare.  

 Note: Use only one level of indentation for all levels of subheads.



Example of Traditional Format for 
Headings using ALL CAPS 

I. MAIN HEADING IN ALL CAPS.

A. Precede Subs with Alphabetic Designation, Underline, and Use Title 
Case. 

 1. Put support for “A.” in Arabic numerals & sentence case. 

 Note: Consider whether this format is easy on the eyes.  



Proper Names for People 

Use the proper names of parties in 
the case on appeal

Do not use appellant/appellee or 
plaintiff/defendant 



Example of Effective Point Headings 

I. Sally Smith has a valid claim for negligent infliction of emotional 
distress as she satisfies the factors adopted by this Court. 
A. Sally’s presence at the scene within seconds after the farmer’s bat struck Henry’s 
head satisfies the requirements of physical proximity. 

B. Sally sensed a contemporaneous threat of danger to Henry because she heard 
the crowd’s screams after Farmer lost his bat. 

C. Sally’s long-term commitment to Henry qualifies her as having a close 
relationship with him.

D. Sally’s loss of sleep, need for medication, and frequent visits to her psychiatrist 
are physical manifestations of emotional distress. 



Example of Effective Point Heading 

2. The trial court correctly affirmed the summary judgment for Sam 
Brown because Sally Smith cannot satisfy the requisite factors 
adopted by this Court for a claim of negligent infliction of 
emotional distress, and therefore her petition fails to state a valid 
cause of action. 
A. Sally’s relationship as an unmarried cohabitant with the victim does not satisfy 
the requirement that the claimant be closely related to the injured party. 
B. Sally neither witnessed the accident nor contemporaneously observed the 
accident as it occurred. 
C. Sally has not alleged or suffered any bodily harm or severe physical 
manifestation of emotional distress resulting from the accident.  



Dos of Effective Point Headings 

 Be persuasive and argumentative
 Keep headings short enough to capture the reader’s attention
 Single space or use 1.5 spacing 
 Outline the argument 
 Include the appropriate number of main and subheadings
 Make headings easy to read and understand
 Clearly state the desired legal conclusion/judicial decision
 Include favorable legal rule(s)
 Include relevant fact(s), unless the heading involves a pure question of law 
 Spellcheck
 End with a period



Don’ts of Effective Point Headings 

 Include topical point headings
 Be objective
 Be abstract
 Include citations 



Which Point Heading is Best? 1 or 2

 1. The Fourth Amendment guarantees the right of all people to be 
secure in their homes from unreasonable searches and seizure. 

 2. The police violated Baxter’s Fourth Amendment right to be 
secure from unreasonable searches and seizures because they 
entered and searched his home without a warrant and without 
his consent. 



Which Point Heading is Best?  1 or 2? 

 1. The trial court’s exclusion of Smith’s post-hypnotic 
testimony did not violate her constitutional right to testify 
on her own behalf. 

 2. The trial court did not deny Smith’s constitutional right 
to testify on her own behalf when it excluded her post-
hypnotic testimony because the evidence indicates 
that the testimony was unreliable.  



What is wrong with these Point 
Headings? 

 1. Jim Green states a claim against Billy Brown for 
serving him alcoholic beverages under State v. Small. 

 2. Dismissing Jim Green’s claim against Billy Brown for 
serving him alcoholic beverages when he was already 
intoxicated was error and failed to uphold well-
established New Hampshire law providing plaintiff with 
a claim against defendant.  


